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The use of biodiesel in conventional diesel engines results in increased NOx emissions; this presents a barrier to the widespread use
of biodiesel. The origins of this phenomenon were investigated using the chemical kinetics simulation tool: CHEMKIN-2 and the
CFD KIVA3V code, which was modified to account for the physical properties of biodiesel and to incorporate semidetailed mech-
anisms for its combustion and the formation of emissions. Parametric φ-T maps and 3D engine simulations were used to assess
the impact of using oxygen-containing fuels on the rate of NO formation. It was found that using oxygen-containing fuels allows
more O2 molecules to present in the engine cylinder during the combustion of biodiesel, and this may be the cause of the observed
increase in NO emissions.

1. Introduction

Biodiesel fuels consist of long-chain monoalkyl esters derived
from vegetable oils and expected to be increasingly important
alternatives or supplements to conventional diesel fuel for
use in diesel engines. However, in many studies, as sum-
marized in [1], it was observed that the use of biodiesel in
engines causes more NOx emissions than are generated when
using conventional diesel fuel. Numerous experimental and
numerical studies have been conducted in order to better
understand the origins of the increased NOx emissions, and
various explanations have been proposed on the basis of
their results; the literature in this area has been reviewed by
Mueller et al. [2]. Broadly speaking, two classes of explana-
tion have been put forward: engine calibration effects [3] and
combustion effects, such as higher flame temperatures [4, 5],
injection timing shifting due to high bulk modulus [6],
shorter autoignition delays, or combinations of these factors
[2]. While these studies indicate that the increased NOx

emissions have multiple causes, it is generally accepted that
the specific combustion chemistry of biodiesel is probably
a major factor. Some of the factors listed have already been
shown to have only minor effects on the amount of NOx

produced, including the adiabatic flame temperature [4]

and the high-bulk modulus of biodiesel [7]. However, the
fundamental principles underpinning these increased NOx

emissions remain elusive, and current experimental tech-
niques have not yet proven to be sufficient for their identi-
fication. Consequently, computational modeling of biodiesel
spray combustion is an attractive tool for obtaining new
insights into the origins of the elevated NOx emissions
observed when using biodiesel fuels in conventional diesel
engines.

To determine the equilibrium compositions and dom-
inant thermal mechanism of NOx formation during high-
temperature combustion of biodiesel fuels in diesel engines,
equilibrium calculations and sensitivity analyses were per-
formed using the EQUIL and PSR codes of the CHEMKIN-2
package [8, 9].

Chemical mechanisms for the combustion of diesel oil
surrogate (DOS) and rapeseed methyl ester (RME) have
previously been constructed and validated [10, 11]. In order
to model the formation of NOx, the extended N2O/NO/NO2

submechanism (26 reactions) [12] and the NCN pathway of
prompt NO formation (27 reactions) [13] were incorporated
into these combustion mechanisms; the modified mecha-
nisms were used in CFD engine simulations of biodiesel
spray combustion. The physical and chemical aspects of
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the combustion process were simulated using the KIVA3V,
Rel. 2 code [14], which couples turbulent flow dynam-
ics with spray atomization described in terms of the
Kelvin-Helmholtz/Rayleigh-Taylor, KH-RT, model [15], and
accounts for gas and fuel droplets interactions, including
droplet collision, evaporation, and mixture formation.

To understand the origins of the increased NOx emis-
sions, dynamic φ-T parametric maps were constructed for
specific species of interest and used in conjunction with
data from 3D engine simulations. Analyses of O2 and NOx

concentrations revealed that more O2 (and O atoms) are
available during biodiesel decomposition than during that
of diesel oil. This is due to the presence of O-atoms in
the fuel molecules and indicates that biodiesel combustion
tends to occur under more lean mixture conditions than
is the case for conventional diesel oil. The calculations
indicate that NO concentrations peak at the equivalence ratio
of approximately 0.78 exist for both diesel and biodiesel
fuels; as such, the slightly leaner fuel/air mixture in the
combustion region during combustion of RME might be
largely responsible for the increased NO emissions relative
to those observed during the combustion of diesel oil.

A similar observation was reported by Adi et al. [16], who
claimed that the use of oxygen-containing fuels increases
the combustible oxygen mass fraction in the diffusion
flame front; this in turn would increase the temperature of
combustion, favoring the formation of NO.

Present work addresses to a comparative study between
pure diesel oil and neat biodiesel fuel combustion using a
numerical method. On the basis of our observations and
analyses, we propose the following alternative hypothesis:
the use of oxygen-containing fuels such as biodiesel (rather
than a pure hydrocarbon fuel such as conventional diesel oil)
generates a leaner fuel/air mixture, favoring NO formation.
Future studies in this area will focus on analyzing the physical
processes involved in the combustion of biodiesel in order to
allow for the combustion of this important fuel under lean
conditions without the drawback of elevated NOx emissions.

2. Formulation of the Model

The numerical simulation of combustion phenomena is
based on four separate, but coupled topics involving in mul-
tiphase combustion systems: the fluid mechanics described
by the conservation equation of continuum mechanics, the
chemical reactions between species making up the fluid, and
spray and droplet dynamics which are the consequence of
interaction between liquid fuel and gas. Finally, the systems
referred as a set of turbulence modeling equations. The
main conservation equations are taken in a form as they are
implemented in the 3-D CFD KIVA-3 V code [14]. KIVA,
a transient, three-dimensional, multiphase, multicomponent
code for the analysis of chemically reacting flows with sprays,
has been developed at the Los Alamos National Laboratory.
The code uses an arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE)
methodology on a staggered grid, which discretizes a space
using the finite-volume technique. The code uses an implicit
time advancement with the exception of the convection

terms that are cast in an explicit, second-order monotone
scheme. Also, the convection calculations are sub-cycled in
the desired regions to avoid the time step restriction due to
Courant conditions. Arbitrary numbers of species and
chemical reactions are allowed. A stochastic particle method
is used to calculate evaporating liquid sprays, including
the effects of droplet collisions and aerodynamics breakups.
Although specifically designed for performing ICE cal-
culations, the modularity of the code allows it for easy
modifications for solving a variety of combustion problems.

2.1. The Model Formulation: Main Conservation Laws. The
conservation equations listed below are given in “advective
form” rather than in “conservative form” that requires
approximations of both the conservative and nonconserva-
tive terms:

Conservation of mass:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu

) = ρ̇s. (1)

Conservation of momentum (a vector equation with
three components):

∂
(
ρu
)

∂t
+∇ · (ρuu

) = ρg + Fs − 1
a2
∇p

+∇ · σ − Ao∇
(

2
3
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)
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Conservation of energy:

∂
(
ρI
)

∂t
+∇ · (ρuI

) = −∇ · J + Q̇c + Q̇s − p∇ · u

+ (1− A0)σ : ∇u + A0ρε.

(3)

Conservation of mass for chemical species m (one
equation for each of the Ns species)

∂ρm
∂t

+∇ · (ρmu
) = ∇ ·

[

ρD∇
(
ρm
ρ

)]

+ ρ̇cm + ρ̇smδm1
,

(4)

where m is species index, Ns is the species numbers;
superscripts “c” and “s” denote the terms associated with the
chemical reaction and spray, respectively, δi1 is the Kronecker
delta function, that is, species 1 is the species of which the
sprays are composed. The main variable definitions are given
in the notations.

The system of conservation laws (1)–(4) is supplemented
by equations of state and the algebraic equations specifying
the models of fluid, see, for example, [17]. The turbulence
was described by the k-ε model with the velocity dilatation
and spray interaction terms.

2.2. Turbulent Combustion Modeling. To simulate turbulent
combustion, the partially stirred reactor (PaSR) method [18]
has been employed. To outline the main features of the
approach, let us consider the average gas phase equations (4)
for a chemically reacting species. Since the KIVA-3 V code
is based on the operation-splitting procedure applied to
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the mass conservation equations for species participating
in any multistep reaction mechanism, the third step of the
computational procedure accounts for chemical kinetics
coupled with species micromixing. This step can be inter-
preted as representing combustion in a constant volume par-
tially stirred reactor of a computational cell size, where reac-
tions occur in a fraction of its volume described in the term
of the ODE system:

dc1

dt
= c1 − c0

τ
= fr(. . . , c, . . .), (5)

where τ is a time integration step, fr(. . . , c, . . .) ≡ ρc is the
chemical source term calculated at some unknown (virtual)
concentrations, c, parameters of a subgrid scale reaction
zone. The model distinguishes between the concentration (in
mean molar density) at the reactor exit, c1, the concentration
in the reaction zone, c, and in the feed, c0. When time pro-
ceeds, c1 trades place for c0. The species indices are omitted
for simplicity.

To close the model, the additional equation for the
reaction volume can be engaged, that is,

dc

dt
= − c − c1

τmix
+ fr(c), (6)

where τmix is the micromixing time, the expression for fr(. . . ,
c, . . .) is formally simplified.

The difference between (6) and that from the PSR
perfectly stirred reactor (PSR) [9] model is that the residence
time in the reactor equation of the PSR model is replaced by
the micromixing time. Taking this equation in a steady-state
form, one can get the basic equations of the PaSR model (6)
as follows:

dc1

dt
= fr(c) = c − c1

τmix
. (7)

There are a number of micromixing models based on
different principles; the review of these can be found in [19].
One of the simplest and widely used micromixing models is
the “interaction by exchange with the mean” (IEM) approach
[19]. In this approach, the scalar variable c relaxes to its
mean c1 value according to the linear term in (7). Then,
rewriting the reaction rate in (7), fr(c), in terms of reactor
exit parameters, one can get

fr
(
c1) +

(
∂ fr
∂c

)

|c=c1

(
c − c1) = fr

(
c1)− c − c1

τc
(8)

using the Taylor’s expansion at the value c1, assuming that
the reaction times can be estimated as reciprocal values of
the Jacobian matrix diagonal elements evaluated at the grid
resolved values c = c1, that is, τc ∼ [∂ fr/∂c]

−1 and accounting
for that (∂ fr/∂c)|c=c1 < 0. Algebraic manipulation with the
second pair of (4) leads to the relation:

fr
(
c1)− c − c1

τc
= c − c1

τmix
. (9)

and, finally, to the main relation of the PaSR model:

fr(c) = fr
(
c1) τc

τc + τmix
. (10)

This means the chemical source terms can be calculated
using the averaged species concentrations, if multiplied by
the model rate parameters ratio τc/(τc+τmix). The application
of (10) is applicable to the chemical mechanisms of an arbi-
trary complexity. The model parameters such as τmix and τc
are calculated as described in [20, 21], for example,

τmix =
(
k

ε

)
·
(
cμ

Ret

)0.621

, (11)

where Ret is the turbulence Reynolds number, cμ is the
parameter of the k-ε model.

It is instructive to note that the rate expression (10) treats
the reactions in a full complexity on the contrary to the
expression used in the “characteristic time” of combustion
[22]:

fr,i(c) = − Yi − Y∗i
τc,i + f τmix

, (12)

whereYi andY∗i are current and equilibrium concentrations,
f is a multiplier ranging from 0 to 1 switching from kinetic to
turbulent regime of combustion, and characteristic chemical
time is taken as the ignition delay time calculated using
detailed chemical mechanism.

Sometimes, on the ignition stage of combustion, the
shell ignition model which operates with artificial species
representing low-temperature chemistry is used. The review
of turbulence combustion models can be found in [23],
but if the ignition is formally considered as the process
preceding the combustion stage, such models are not used
in the ignition description. The most effective separation of
ignition and combustion stages is realized in [24] based on
the usage of ignition integral calculated with the help of an
artificial neural network (ANN) and KIVA-3 V (or KIVA4)
code. The ignition integral:

I(t) =
∫ t

0

1
τign

(
T , p,φ

)dt (13)

predicts the ignition onset as I(t) = 1 using a time history of
ignition delays during the process development. The ignition
delays are calculated and stored in a special library using the
detailed chemical mechanisms for particular fuels.

2.3. Finite-Rate Formulation for Reaction Model. If the effects
of turbulent fluctuations are ignored, the reaction rates can
be determined by the Arrhenius rate expressions. Consider
the r-reaction written in a form as follows:

Nr∑

i=1

ν′i,rMi

k f ,r⇐⇒
kb,r

Nr∑
ν′′i,rMi. (14)
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The molar rate of creation/destruction of i-species in to
r-reaction is given by

R̂i, r = Γ
(

ν′′i, r − ν′i, r
)
⎛

⎝k f , r

Nr∐

j=1

[
Cj, r

]η′j, r − kb, r

Nr∐

j=1

[
Cj, r

]η′′j, r
⎞

⎠.

(15)

Above, Γ represents the net effect of inert collision
partners in the third body reactions on the reaction rate. This
term is read as

Γ =
Nr∑

j

γ j, rCj , (16)

where ν′i, r are stoichiometric coefficients for reactants in r-
reaction, ν′′i, r are stoichiometric coefficients for product in r-
reaction, Mi denoting i-species, k f , r is a rate parameter for
the forward stage of reaction r, kb, r is a rate parameter for
the backward stage of reaction r, Cj are molar concentra-
tions of reactants and products in r-reaction. η′j, r are forward
rate exponents for reactant and product species, η′′j, r are
backward rate exponents for reactant and product species,
and γj, r are the third body efficiencies of the r-reaction.
For elementary reactions, ηjr are equal to ν j, r ; for global
reactions, these values are specified based on the experiment
rate data.

The formulation of chemical kinetics problem must be
supplemented by the equation of stages for ideal and ther-
mally perfect gas. The thermodynamic properties required
for the calculations are available from the database [25].

2.4. Mechanisms of Nox Formation. In order to understand
the increased emissions of NOx during biodiesel combustion,
it is necessary to understand the key reactions in the
formation of NOx. Over the last few decades, many scientific
and technical articles concerning the formation of NOx

have been published. On the basis of these studies, four
main processes that form nitric oxides have been identified,
as summarized by Miller and Bowman [26]: the thermal,
prompt, N2O, and fuel-bound nitrogen mechanisms.

The thermal mechanism of NO formation was proposed
by Zeldovich et al. and involves a series of elementary
reactions [27, 28] with high activation energies due to the
strength of the triple bond in the N2 molecule, which can
only be broken at an appreciable rate at very high tempera-
tures. This mechanism is generally accepted to play a major
role in the formation of NOx. Obviously, the rate of the
Zeldovich mechanism is highly sensitive to the temperature
of the reactants in flames, and to the concentrations of O
and N atoms. In diesel engines, the in-cylinder and flame
temperatures are determined by the properties of the liquid
fuel (such as its bulk modulus and cetane number), the
thermal-physical properties of the vapor (enthalpy, heat
capacity), and the rate of heat loss, which is primarily due to
radiation from soot particles. The radical O could originate
from the oxidizer (O2) and oxygenated fuel molecules; the
only possible source of nitrogen is the air. An extended
Zeldovich mechanism that takes all of these key factors into

account was used in this study; the key elementary steps
in this mechanism are reactions 1–4 in Table 1, which were
supplemented with the reactions of the N2O pathways (reac-
tions 5–9) and elementary steps corresponding to the “cat-
alytic” interaction between NO and NO2 (reactions 10–14).
Data on the rates of these reactions were taken from the
literature [12] and used without modification.

The nitrous oxide (N2O) mechanism, first postulated by
Wolfrum [29], is analogous to the Zeldovich mechanism in
that its key step involves an O atom attacking molecular
nitrogen in the presence of third body to form N2O, which
can subsequently react with O to produce NO. This mech-
anism is generally considered to play a minor role in the
overall formation of NO [30]. Initially, Tomeczek and
Gradon [31, 32] proposed rate parameters much higher than
those that are currently used, resulting in the overprediction
of NO concentrations in CH4-O2-Ar flames [33]; more
experimental data will be needed in order to obtain accurate
rates for this process. The nitrous oxide mechanism is typi-
cally regarded as being a thermal NO formation mechanism;
the combination of this mechanism with the Zeldovich
mechanism is referred to as the thermal NO/N2O route.

The prompt NO mechanism was suggested by Fenimore
[34]. Its main feature is that the CH radical (methylidyne),
which is formed exclusively at the flame front, reacts with
nitrogen in the air to form hydrocyanic acid (HCN), which
reacts further to form NO [34]. However, predictions of the
rate of NO formation via processes that involve HCN are
typically relatively inaccurate. NCN-based prompt NO for-
mation has recently been observed in gaseous jet combustion
[35] and has been proposed to play a role in the combustion
of methane [36, 37]; it was subsequently incorporated into
a detailed mechanism for methane combustion [13]. The
NCN pathway of prompt NO formation involves the 27
elementary steps that are listed in Table 2, along with the
relevant rate parameters. It is important to note that both the
HCN and the NCN-based prompt NO mechanisms are
favored in rich flames. However, because the only available
data on the rates of the relevant reactions had been obtained
at atmospheric pressure, the prompt NO mechanism was not
considered in previous studies [2]; little is known about the
rates of these processes under the conditions that prevail dur-
ing the combustion of diesel oil. Moreover, the prompt NO
mechanism was considered to be unimportant because com-
bustion in diesel engines generally occurs under lean condi-
tions, which suppress the formation of CHx radicals and are
thus unfavorable to the prompt NO mechanism. However,
while the combustion process in diesel engines is lean on the
overall, localized regions of rich combustion occur in non-
premixed fuel/air flames. As such, to properly understand
the production of NOx in diesel engines, it is necessary to
determine the contribution of the prompt NO mechanism.
To the best of our knowledge, the work described herein
was the first study on the impact of the prompt NO
mechanism on the production of NOx during the combus-
tion of biodiesel fuels.

Fuel-bound nitrogen has been shown to affect the forma-
tion of NOx during the combustion of nitrogen-containing
compounds. For example, during the gasification process,
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Table 1: Elementary steps in the thermal mechanism of NO and N2O. The forward reaction rate is given by k f = Af T
n f exp(−Ef /RT) [12].

Af n f E f

1 N + NO = N2 + O 3.50E + 13 0.0 330

2 N + O2 = NO + O 2.65E + 12 0.0 6400

3 N + OH = NO + H 7.33E + 13 0.0 1120

4 N + CO2 = NO + CO 1.90E + 11 0.0 3400

5 N2O + O = N2 + O2 1.40E + 12 0.0 10810

6 N2O + O = NO + NO 2.90E + 13 0.0 23150

7 N2O + H = N2 + OH 4.40E + 14 0.0 18880

8 N2O + OH = N2 + HO2 2.00E + 12 0.0 21060

9 N2O + M = N2 + O+M 1.30E + 11 0.0 59820

10 NO +HO2 = NO2+ OH 2.11E + 12 0.0 −480

11 NO2 +O = NO + O2 3.90E + 12 0.0 −240

12 NO2 + H = NO + OH 1.32E + 14 0.0 360

13 NO + O + M = NO2 + M 1.06E + 20 −1.41 0.0

14 NO2 + CH3 = CH3O + NO 1.50E + 13 0.0 0.0

15 NO + CH3O2 = NO2 + CH3O 2.53E + 12 0.0 −358

Table 2: Elementary steps in the NCN pathway of prompt NO formation. The forward reaction rate is given by k f = Af T
n f exp(−Ef /RT)

[13].

Af n f E f

1 CH + N2 = NCN + H 3.0E + 12 0.0 22155

2 CN + N2O = NCN + NO 6.0E + 13 0.0 15360

3 CN + N2O = NCN + NO 1.80E + 10 0.0 1450

4 CN + NCO = NCN + CO 1.8E + 13 0.0 0.0

5 C2O + N2 = NCN + CO 7.0E + 11 0.0 17000

6 CH + N2 = HNCN 1.65E + 21 −3.62 14196

7 HNCN + M = H + NCN + M 1.79E + 28 −3.44 64502

8 HNCN + O = NO + HCN 1.22E + 14 0.05 73.5

9 HNCN + O = NH + NCO 5.6E + 13 0.05 73.5

10 HNCN +O = CN + HNO 9.36E + 12 0.05 73.5

11 HNCN + OH = NCN + H2O 8.28E + 03 2.78 3135

12 HNCN + O2 = HO2 + NCN 1.26E + 08 1.28 24240

13 NCN = N + CN 2.95E + 30 −5.29 117090

14 NCN = C + N2 2.66E + 28 −5.23 83110

15 NCN = CNN 3.69E + 29 −5.84 78410

16 NCN + H = HCN + N 1.89E + 14 0.0 8425

17 NCN + O = CN + NO 2.54E + 13 0.15 −34

18 NCN + O = CO + N2 2.42E + 02 2.32 −1135

19 NCN + O = N + NCO 2.2E + 09 0.42 −157

20 NCN + N = N2 + CN 1.0E + 13 0.0 0.0

21 NCN + C = CN + CN 1.0E + 13 0.0 0.0

22 NCN + OH = HCN + NO 3.32E + 10 −0.97 7290

23 NCN + OH = HCN + NO 4.69E + 10 0.44 4000

24 NCN + O2 = NO + NCO 3.8E + 09 0.51 24590

25 NCN + CH = HCNCN 3.21E + 13 0.0 −860

26 NCN + CN = C2N2 + N 1.25E + 1 4 0.0 8020

27 NCN + CH2 = H2CN + CN 7.99E + 13 0.0 4630
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nitrogenous compounds in coal give rise to ammonia (NH3)
and hydrocyanic acid (HCN), which are then oxidized to
NO [30]. However, biodiesel fuels are mixtures of long-chain
methyl esters and as such are considered to be nitrogen free,
meaning that it is not necessary to consider the effects of fuel-
bound nitrogen when modeling their combustion. Moreover,
contemporary manufacturing techniques make it possible to
ensure that the fuel’s nitrogen content remains negligible.

In addition to these four major routes for NOx forma-
tion, there are several unverified mechanisms, for example,
diazomethane, CH2N2, [38], NNH [39], and stepwise N2H3

[40] routes. Since all of these mechanisms either require
further experimental validation or have yet to demonstrate
their relevance experimentally, they were not considered in
the study reported herein.

This article describes a study of the contributions of two
verified mechanisms of NO formation (the thermal NO/N2O
and NCN-based prompt NO mechanisms) to the elevated
NOx emissions observed during the combustion of biodiesel,
using numerical methods. In particular, calculations of the
chemical kinetics of combustion and simulations of diesel
engine behavior were performed. Parametric φ-T maps were
constructed on the basis of the simulated results, leading to a
plausible explanation for the increased NOx emissions.

2.5. Combustion Mechanisms. The combustion mechanisms
of real hydrocarbon fuels involve a lot of species and chemical
reactions. In order to accurately model complex chemical
phenomena, it is necessary to use validated detailed and
reduced mechanisms. The reduced chemical mechanisms
used in CFD studies are simplifications of the (more realistic)
detailed mechanisms. The earliest models used a series of
one-step reactions to describe the conversion of fuel to
products (water and carbon dioxide in the simplest case).
This mechanism is normally called the global reaction mech-
anism, and it is not widely used nowadays because of its poor
accuracy. However, some elements of the approach are
retained in the mechanisms based on so-called surrogate fuel
components, which are used to represent real fuels.

The work described herein focused on three surrogate
fuel components and their associated combustion mecha-
nisms: diesel oil surrogate (DOS) [10], rapeseed methyl ester
(RME) [11], and palm-oil methyl ester (PME) [41].

2.5.1. The Diesel Oil Surrogate Mechanism. The practical
diesel oil consist of a great number of aliphatic, cyclic, and
aromatic compounds, and their combustion is too complex
to be modeled using a comprehensive set of chemical reac-
tion mechanism for each constituent. Consequently, a diesel
oil surrogate model was proposed, as is a 70/30% mixture of
n-heptane (C7H16) and toluene (C7H8) to achieve the same
C/H proportion and cetane number as real diesel oil [10].
Both components of the mixture can be formed by the pyrol-
ysis of C14H28, which is taken to be representative of a “real”
diesel molecule; a global oxidative pyrolysis step, shown in
(17), was added to the combustion mechanism to account
for the decomposition of this molecule into the components
of the surrogate mixture:

5C14H28 + O2 =⇒ 7C7H16 + 3C7H8 + 2H2O (17)

The n-heptane and toluene represent the aliphatic and
aromatic compounds of real diesel oil, respectively. The DOS
combustion mechanism involves 68 species participating in
280 reactions. The physical properties of DOS are assumed to
the combination as real diesel oil heat of formation, density,
vapor pressure, and thermal conductivity; the enthalpy is set
equal to that of n-dodecane, and the critical temperature,
latent heat, liquid viscosity, and surface tension are set equal
to those for n-hexadecane [13]. The DOS mechanism has
been validated against shock-tube autoignition delays mea-
sured at different pressures, temperatures, and equivalence
ratios [10]. It has been used in 3D CFD simulations of diesel
engines that generated predictions of the in-cylinder param-
eters which were in a good agreement with experimental
data [10].

2.5.2. The RME Combustion Mechanism. The RME com-
bustion mechanism was generated by combining the DOS,
reduced mb (methyl butanoate), and md (methyl decanoate)
submechanisms [11, 42, 43]. The first step of the mechanism
involves the decomposition of methyl oleate (C19H36O2), a
major component of real RME fuel, into md (C11H22O2),
mb (C5H10O2), and allene (C3H4) in a molar ratio of 1 : 1 : 1;
see (18). The md then decomposes into n-heptane and mp2d
(C4H6O2), an intermediate in the combustion of md and mb,
as as follows:

C19H36O2 + O2 =⇒ C11H22O2 + C5H10O2 + C3H4 (18)

C11H22O2 =⇒ C7H16 + C4H6O2 (19)

The oxidation pathway for the above substituent compo-
nent was illustrated in Figure 1. The route for mb oxidation
involves a series of hydrogen-abstract, oxygen-addition to the
radical methyl esters, isomerization and ketohydroperoxide
decomposition, Figure 1(a). The md decomposes into mp2d
and n-heptane, see Figure 1(b). The submechanism of mp2d
was already considered in the mb mechanism. The oxidation
of n-heptane was only depicted for the pathway of H-
abstraction and the decomposition of n-heptyl radical for
clarity. The oxidation of allene is in a more straight-
forward way to the final products and low level intermediates
(e.g., CH2O, H2O, C2H4) but less subbranch reactions,
Figure 1(c).

The physical and thermal properties of RME are taken
to be identical to those of methyl oleate [25, 44]. The final
reduced RME combustion mechanism features 98 species
and 450 reactions and was validated against experimental
data obtained using a Volvo D12C diesel engine [11].

2.5.3. The PME Combustion Mechanism. PME oxidation is
represented by the detailed methyl palmitate, MP, mecha-
nism, which features 4222 species and 41573 reactions and
was automatically generated using the EXGAS software
package [41]. It has been validated against the measured con-
version rates of methyl dodecanoate in a jet-stirred reactor,
and the rules used when generating it have been described in
detail [41]. The skeletal reaction diagram shown in Figure 2
illustrates the main pathway in the oxidation of PME.
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Figure 1: The oxidation pathway analysis for substituent components (a) methyl butanoate, C5H10H2, (b) methyl decanoate, C11H22O2, (c)
allene, C3H4.

As shown, the MP molecule decomposes into low level
methyl esters and olefin radicals directly via β-scission of
the C–C bonds at high temperatures. Conversely, under low-
temperature conditions, oxidation is initiated by hydrogen
atom abstraction caused by collisions between fuel and small
radicals such as O, H, or OH. The addition of oxygen allows
fuel radicals to form the peroxy methyl ester radical, which
can undergo isomerization reactions and then decompose
into ketones or cyclic ethers or undergo another addition of
oxygen to form ketohydroperoxides. Ketohydroperoxides
decompose then into two radicals providing chain branching
to consume the C17 molecules. The thermodynamic proper-
ties of the most species involved were calculated using the
THERGAS code and stored in CHEMKIN-2 format [45].
Properties of some species were taken from Burcat’s data
compilation [25]. The kinetic data for the chemical reactions,
for example, isomerizations, combinations, and unimolec-
ular decompositions, are calculated using KINGAS sub-
package [45]. The detailed PME combustion mechanism is
too large, that prevents its use in 3D CFD studies. The mech-
anism has been used in 0D calculations only, for example,
for the analysis of autoignition and chemical equilibrium.

In order to study NOx formation, the all thermal NO and
N2O submechanisms and the NCN pathway of prompt NOx

formation were incorporated into each of these three mech-
anisms. The prompt NCN-based NOx mechanism, which
features 24 elementary steps, was adapted from Konnov’s
mechanism number 0.6 [13] without modification.

2.6. Chemical Equilibrium/Kinetics Calculations. At equi-
librium, the reactant concentrations do not change over
time and the state parameters (temperature, pressure, and
mixture composition) are determined by the species’ thermal
properties, that is, their enthalpies, entropies, and heat
capacities. The equilibrium temperature (and thus, by defini-
tion, the adiabatic flame temperature) and equilibrium NO
concentration can be predicted using 0D calculations, which
are sufficiently fast to be performed using detailed mecha-
nisms and provide an overview of the correlations between

Low temperature branching

C17H34O2

•C17H3 O2

•OOC17H33O2

•
HOOC17H32O2

C17H32O2
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Figure 2: The skeletal reaction pathways for the oxidation of PME.

the factors that affect NO formation. To this end, the EQUIL
code [8] of the CHEMKIN-2 package was used to calculate
the composition and temperature of the equilibrium mix-
ture, in terms of the concentrations of species such as NO,
CH2, and CH. The flame temperature is a particularly
useful property because of the pronounced temperature
dependence of thermal NO formation. Particular attention
was paid to the concentrations of the methylidyne/methylene
radicals (CH and CH2) because they are involved in the initi-
ation of the prompt NO reactions. For illustrative purposes,
the EQUIL analysis was performed for the DOS, RME, and
PME fuels, assuming an initial pressure of 3000 kPa, an initial
temperature of 626.84◦C, and allowing the equivalence ratio
to vary in the range φ = 0.1−9, in a constant volume system.

To identify the reactions that have the most significant
effects on the rate of NO formation, 0-D calculations were
performed using the perfectly stirred reactor (PSR) model
[9] as implemented in the CHEMKIN-2 package. The PSR
model assumes the mixing of the oxidant and fuel to be
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Figure 3: The full computational mesh for the Volvo D12C diesel engine, comprising 400,774 cells, and a 72-degree sector mesh with
∼80,000 cells at BDC.

infinitely fast and the reactor parameters to be spatially uni-
form. Therefore, during the mixture’s residence time in the
reactor, combustion proceeds under chemical control. This
assumption provides a convenient platform for studying the
formation and emission of species such as NO using inherent
sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity coefficients indicate the
most sensitive chemical reactions in the various NO-forming
pathways that are operational at different temperatures.
To simulate the isothermal system used in experiments, a
diluted fuel mixture (fuel : N2, 0.3 : 99.7) and an oxidizer
mixture (O2 : N2, 21: 79) were injected through the inlet port
at constant ambient pressure and different initial tempera-
tures (1226.84◦C, 1526.84◦C, and 2026.84◦C). The equiva-
lence ratio was assumed to be 0.5 that is regarded as a typical
averaged φ value for the diesel engine combustion.

2.6.1. 3D Diesel Engine Modeling. 3D CFD diesel engine
modeling was used to investigate the impact of biodiesel
fuel on the amount of NOx emitted via the exhaust during
normal operation of the engine. The engine modeled in
this paper is the one-cylinder, direct injection Volvo D12C
research engine with a displacement volume of 2 L. The
engine has an axisymmetric bowl-in-piston geometry with a
peak at the centre of the bowl and a five-hole injector placed
vertically in a central region of the cylinder. The relevant
engine specifications (geometry and operating conditions)
are listed in Table 3. A full 360◦ mesh comprised nearly
400,000 cells and a 72◦ sector mesh consisting of ∼80,000
cells at Bottom Dead Center, BDC, was used in the modeling
studies, as shown in Figure 3. The full- and sector-engine
meshes were constructed using the K3PREP preprocessor
embedded in the KIVA3V code. A partial engine cycle (starts
from Inlet Valve Close, ∼–160 CAD ATDC (Crank Angle
Degree After Top Dead Center), up to 120 CAD ATDC, by
which point the combustion process has gone to completion)
was analyzed using the 3D CFD model based on the KIVA3V

Table 3: The specifications and operating conditions of the Volvo
D12C diesel engine.

Bore 131 mm

Stroke 150 mm

Squish 1.85 mm

Connecting rod 260 mm

Injector nozzle dia (∅) 0.235 mm

Engine speed 1000 rpm

Start of injection −5.5 CAD ATDC

Injection duration 9.2 CAD

Injection mode Main

Injected mass/stroke 60.8 × 10−6 kg

Initial pressure 103 kPa

Initial temp 56.84◦C

Included angle of spray 145 deg

Spray cone 1/2 angle 12.5 deg

Initial droplet temp 76.84◦C

code coupled with semidetailed combustion chemistry kinet-
ics for DOS and RME fuels. The computational submodels
implemented in the code to treat diesel spray combustion
processes are listed in Table 4.

2.6.2. Parametric φ-T Maps. The use of static φ-T maps [46]
and simplified combustion models in 3D engine simulations
makes the results of such analyses more comprehensive.
We present the results of an extended analysis based on
detailed chemical modeling of the combustion of biodiesel
fuels. These maps can be described as being “dynamic” [47],
because the pressures and elapsed times after fuel injection
used when plotting the parametric regions are continuously
updated and correspond to the values calculated by the 3D
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Figure 4: Schematic showing the construction of parametric φ-T dynamic maps. Maps 1–3 correspond to different points on the
compression/expansion pressure curve.

engine simulation (see Figure 4). The points plotted on the
maps represent the φ-T values of in-cylinder cells, while the
species mass fraction corresponding to each φ-T region is
labeled by its color. The positions of these points on the emis-
sions maps provide useful insights into the complex relation-
ships between combustion and the formation of emissions.
The kinetic calculations were carried out using a special

option, TTIM, of the SENKIN code [48] of the CHEMKIN-2
package.

The equivalence ratio, one of the key parameters in
the map, needs to be treated carefully when dealing with
oxygenated fuels such as biodiesel. The approach used when
calculating the value of φ for hydrocarbon fuels such as DOS
is straightforward, as discussed elsewhere [47, 49]. When
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Table 4: The computational submodels encoded in the KIVA3V,
Rel. 2 code.

Turbulence model RNG k-ε model

Breakup model Hybrid KH-RT model

Collision model Coalescence/grazing

Turbulent dispersion
model

Gaussian probability distribution

Spray/wall interaction
model

Particle method

Heat transfer model Improved Law-of-Wall model

Evaporation model Single component fuel

Combustion model Detailed Arrhenius kinetics

Turbulence/chemistry
interaction

PaSR model

Soot model
HACA pathway and simplified

surface kinetics

NOx formation model Thermal and prompt NO

Table 5: Oxidation numbers of elements of interest in the saturated
stoichiometric products [49].

Element Oxidation number

Carbon, C +4

Hydrogen, H +1

Oxygen, O −2

Nitrogen, N 0

dealing with oxygenated fuels, however, it is necessary to
consider the oxygen atoms present in the fuel molecules. The
chemical equivalence ratio was defined on the basis of the
oxidation states of the elements in the fuel [49]:

r = −
[∑NLM

i = 1 V
+
i bi∑NLM

i = 1 V
−
i bi

]

, (20)

where V+
i and V−

i are positive and negative oxidation states
of the ith element in the relevant species (see Table 5). At least
one of these states must be zero.

For example, if the negative oxidation state for oxygen is
equal to −2, its positive oxidation state is zero. The values of
bi in expression (20) are given by

bi =
NS∑

k=1

aiknk (i = 1, . . . , NLM, k = 1, . . . , NS), (21)

where NLM is the number of elements, NS is the number
of species, aik is the number of kg-atoms of element per kg-
mole of species k, and nk is the kg-mole number of species k
in the mixture, (kg-mole)k/kg.

Equation (20) thus differs from the conventional fuel to
oxygen equivalence ratio:

φ = f /o
(
f /o
)

st

, (22)

where ( f /o)st is the fuel/oxygen mass ratio under stoichio-
metric conditions.

Equation (22) is applicable to hydrocarbon-air mixtures
before combustion has begun. When dynamic maps are
constructed, the initial mixture composition is always repre-
sented by reactants and combustion products exported from
the previous stages. Under such conditions, (22) is not appli-
cable, but (20) can be used to characterize the mixture’s sto-
ichiometry. It can be shown that the two equivalence ratios
r and φ are identical under stoichiometric conditions. They
also take the identical values when considering the initial
mixture consisting of only fuel and oxygen; this can
be demonstrated by considering the example of RME,
C19H36O2, for which

r = −
[∑NLM

i=1 V+
i

∑NS
k=1 aiknk∑NLM

i=1 V−
i

∑NS
k=1 aiknk

]

= 4 · 19 · nfu + 1 · 36 · nfu − 2 · 2 · nfu

2 · 2 · nox

= 27
nfu

nox
= nfu/nox

(nfu/nox)st
.

(23)

Here, (nfu/nox)st = 1/27 for the RME fuel due to the
stoichiometric relationship:

C19H36O2 + 27O2 = 19CO2 + 18H2O (24)

The subscripts fu and ox denote the fuel and the oxidizer,
respectively.

In a contrast to (22), the formula (20) holds the initial
mixture stoichiometry true in the course of all stages of
combustion, that is, dr/dt = 0, and product concentrations
can be used to calculate the chemical equivalence ratio.

Unlike (22), the equivalence ratio defined by (20)
remains unchanged at every stage of the combustion process,
that is, dr/dt = 0, and so the measured or calculated
product concentrations can always be used to calculate the
chemical equivalence ratio. This facilitates the construction
of dynamic maps, see Figures 4 and 10–13. Before construct-
ing a map, each species in the mixture must be classified
as a fuel, an oxidizer, or a species with zero valency (also
known as SSPs, saturated stoichiometric products) [49]. It
is important to account for the effects of SSP species that
may be present in the initial mixture when determining the
chemical equivalence ratio; for example, mixtures containing
recirculated exhaust gases are enriched by CO2 and H2O. In
this way, it is able to distinguish between chemical species
originated as products of the combustion process and those
introduced as the EGR species.

When a cluster of cells intersects the peninsulas in which
emissions (NOx or soot) are formed, it characterizes the pro-
cesses that lead to their formation. Another advantage of this
analytical technique is that it is possible to simultaneously
obtain maps for multiple different chemical species that are
involved in a process of interest. For example, in the case of
NO formation, it is interesting to study oxygen molecules
and atoms (O2 and O) and the hydroxyl radical, OH.
This facilitates the quantitative analysis of emission-forming
processes.
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3. Modeling Results and Discussion

3.1. Results of the Chemical Equilibrium/Kinetics Calculation.
The predicted equilibrium adiabatic temperatures for dif-
ferent fuel/air mixtures are shown in Figure 5(a). For lean
mixtures (φ < 1.0), the temperature curves for three different
fuel/air mixtures coincide with one another. Under rich con-
ditions (φ > 1.0), PME generates consistently lower (∼70◦C)
temperatures than DOS when φ < 3.0. This difference
increases drastically for richer mixtures (φ > 3.0) and reaches
110◦C for φ = 9.0. In a contrast, RME generates only slightly
higher (<10◦C) temperatures than DOS in rich mixtures
(φ < 2.0) and generates lower temperatures than DOS as the
mixture becomes increasingly rich, reaching a maximum
value of 60◦C under the richest conditions examined.

The mole fraction of NO at equilibrium for mixtures
with equivalence ratios between 0.1 < φ < 2.5 is plotted
in Figure 5(b). At higher equivalence ratios, the NO con-
centration was extremely small and is not presented. It can
be seen that the peak NO concentration occurs at an
equivalence ratio of 0.78 for all three fuels. Over the equiv-
alence ratios considered, RME and DOS generate the same
equilibrium concentrations of NO aside from in a very
narrow range (0.75∼0.80), in which RME generates a slightly
higher peak value. Under the similar φ range, the curve for
PME gives slightly lower NO value and mirrors that of DOS
for other φ values. These two pictures illustrate that the
temperature difference between DOS and RME is relatively
modest and so cannot be responsible for the large (∼10%)
increase in NOx emissions described in the EPA report. On
the other hand, RME and PME generated a lower (<20◦C)
adiabatic temperature and a similar NO concentration for
rich mixtures (1.0 < φ < 2.0). This unexpected result
demonstrates that, when using PME, NO formation is not
governed by thermal factor alone.

The equilibrium concentrations of methylidyne/methyl-
ene radicals (CH and CH2), which are essential for the ini-
tiation of prompt NO formation, are shown (as functions of
the equivalence ratio) in Figures 5(c) and 5(d), respectively.

In general, DOS/air mixtures contain less CH under
slightly rich (φ < 1.8) conditions and more CH under much
richer (1.8 < φ < 6.0) conditions than do the corresponding
RME/air mixtures. The maximum CH concentration occurs
at equivalence ratios of 1.7 for both DOS and RME. With
PME, the CH concentration keeps a similar value as that of
DOS at the region φ < 1.6. Above this point, the CH level
deviates from DOS curve and goes underneath it.

The absolute CH2 concentration under any given set of
conditions is typically about an order of magnitude greater
than that of CH under the same conditions. For these three
fuel/air mixtures, the CH2 concentration increases rapidly
from φ ≈ 1.2, reaching a plateau that spans the region
between φ ≈ 2.0 and φ ≈ 3.0. Above φ ≈ 3.0, the concen-
tration of CH2 increases further, peaking at around φ ≈ 3.4.
Beyond this point, the CH2 concentration falls very slightly.
The CH2 concentration curves for RME and DOS coincide
in the range 1.2 < φ < 3. When φ > 3, the CH2 concentration
generated using DOS is ∼25% higher than that generated
with RME. The CH2 concentration for PME takes the same

value as for DOS and RME under sub-stoichiometric condi-
tions till φ ≈ 2.0. For a more rich mixture, the CH2 concen-
tration starts to fall down from the level observed with RME.
These two separate peaks in the CH2 plot are related to the
formation/reduction of NO (φ < 2) and soot (φ > 3) [50].
The similar trend in CH plot is just a consequence of CH2

distribution.
By correlating these four plots, it was found that the

noticeable equilibrium NO concentrations occurred in the
0.1 < φ < 2.0 region, where RME and DOS afforded very
similar temperatures and concentrations of CH/CH2 and NO
(although the peak CH/CH2 concentration was slightly
higher for RME for φ ≈ 1.8). It was expected that since
DOS and RME generated very similar adiabatic temperature
profiles, they would also generate similar NO concentration
profiles. However, the higher CH concentration observed
with RME should favors prompt NO formation a little bit
thus resulting in RME generating a higher NO concentration
at rich mixture regime. As such, the fact that DOS and
RME have near-identical NO emission profiles cannot be
explained by considering adiabatic temperature factors and
prompt NO formation alone. The nearly identical adiabatic
temperature for all fuels in a full φ range are indicative that
lower LHVs for biodiesels are mostly due to fuel-bound
oxygen atoms, but not a particular structure of the fuel
molecules.

3.2. PSR Modeling Results. The normalized sensitivity coef-
ficients for NO with respect to important reactions rate
generated by PSR modeling are shown in Figure 6 for (a)
DOS and (b) RME, focusing on the most sensitive reactions
in the NO formation process. Three different tempera-
tures (1226.84◦C, 1526.84◦C, and 2026.84◦C) were exam-
ined. A positive sensitivity coefficient, as observed for the
thermal NO formation reactions, indicates that increasing
temperatures accelerate the formation of NO, while negative
sensitivity coefficients indicate the opposite. Reactions for
which no bar is shown do not significantly affect the rate
of NO formation at the indicated temperature. The plots
indicate that the most sensitive reactions (of both the Zel-
dovich and the NCN-based prompt NO mechanisms) had
significant effects on both the combustion of RME and that
of DOS.

This means that NO formation is dominated by the same
reactions for both RME and DOS. As shown, the prompt NO
reactions (R434, R439, R449, R459, R460) are important at
low-temperature, 1226.84◦C. Their influence decreases as the
temperature rises. Once the temperature reaches 2026.84◦C,
NO formation becomes governed by the Zeldovich mecha-
nism (R336, R338). The branching reactions (R140, R141,
R142) that consume the active species O and O2 compete
with those involved in NO formation in both the thermal
and prompt mechanisms and thus have the largest negative
sensitivity coefficients.

3.3. Diesel Engine Modeling Results. The predicted in-
cylinder parameters for the Volvo D12C diesel engine fueled
by DOS and RME are plotted in Figures 7 and 8. The detailed
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Figure 5: Predicted equilibrium (a) adiabatic temperature, (b) NO concentration (c) CH concentration, (d) CH2 concentration for DOS/air
(black line), RME/air (red dash line), and PME/air (blue dash line with dots) mixtures. T0 = 626.84◦C, P0 = 3000 kPa.
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Figure 7: Averaged in-cylinder temperatures for the Volvo D12C
diesel engine fuelled by DOS (solid line) and RME (dash line),
without EGR.

PME oxidation mechanism was not used in the 3D engine
simulation because of its size. Instead, the reduced mecha-
nism based on the surrogate components was used. Since this
study was focused on the formation of NO, only parameters
relevant to this process (averaged in-cylinder temperature,
NO concentrations) are discussed; parameters such as the
in-cylinder pressure and energy release rate are ignored as
illustrations even though they are important in character-
izing engine performance. As shown in Figure 7, before the
onset of combustion, the average in-cylinder temperature
curves for DOS and RME are identical. The main combus-
tion starts around top dead center (TDC). The heat released
by the chemical reactions causes the in-cylinder temperature
to increase, peaking after TDC. DOS gives a higher temper-
ature due to its greater lower heat value (LHV), (44 MJ/Kg)
compared to RME (37 MJ/Kg). This temperature difference
increases during the expansion stroke.

The in-cylinder NO concentrations were plotted as func-
tions of CAD ATDC. Both DOS and RME fuels were tested
with the NCN prompt NO mechanism and without to
assess the contribution of each NO formation mechanism.
As shown, the NO concentration increases sharply after the
initiation of combustion and remains high until combustion
is complete. The NO curves explicitly show that most of the
NO is formed during the early stages of combustion. The
combustion temperature during the late expansion stroke
does not affect the final NO concentration.
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Figure 13: In-cylinder equivalence ratio distribution for the Volvo D12C Diesel engine fuelled by DOS and RME+ 10% at 5, 10, 20 CAD
ATDC without EGR.

The peculiarities of NO formation are illustrated by the
data on the rate of NO formation shown in Figure 9. It is
observed that when using RME, the rate of NO formation
begins to rise at a later stage than is the case of DOS. But
once the NO formation was initiated, it goes beyond that of
DOS immediately.

To compensate the reduced energy content of biodiesel
fuel, extra RME (67× 10−6 kg, which is 10% more in mass
relative to the original value), called RME+, was injected

into the engine cylinder, that, on the other hand, keeps
the engine operating on a constant power delivery basis.
In general, the indicated engine work is represented by the
pressure-volume work, or PV work, which is the integration
of differential component PdV work on the CADs. Hence, by
comparing the PdV work, one can examine if the combustion
of different fuels gives the same indicated engine work
(see Figure 10), in other words, a constant power delivery.
Figure 10 illustrates that RME combustion (dot/dash line)
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Figure 14: Parametric φ-T emission maps for instant soot and NO concentrations in the Volvo D12C Diesel engine fuelled by DOS (a–c)
and RME (d–f) at different CADs (−1.5, 5.0, and 15.0, resp.); the engine was operated under 50% load with 30% EGR.

gives identical PdV value as diesel oil combustion (solid line)
at the compression stroke, slightly lower PdV value at the
expansion stroke. The RME+ produces exactly the same PdV
value as diesel oil during the whole calculating engine cycle.

The predicted total in-cylinder NO concentration of the
Volvo D12C diesel engine fuelled by diesel oil, RME, and
RME+ was presented in Figure 11 for two different EGR
levels: 0% and 20%. It shows the RME+ produce more NO
emission compared to the pure diesel oil. This was observed
for both EGR levels and represented the emission trends
under the real engine operating conditions. Aside from this,
one can also conclude that the cooling impact of EGR on
the reduction of NO emission is more noticeable for the
combustion of diesel oil, since the difference of NO value
between 0% EGR (solid line) and 20% EGR (solid line

sampled by circles) is larger than that of RME. Such a less-
effective EGR behavior of RME fuel is ascribed that the fuel-
bound oxygen in RME fuel molecular (approx. 11% in mass
fraction) and the additional oxygen in the EGR gas following
biodiesel combustion results in less inert species (CO2, H2O,
etc.) which are present to absorb the heat of combustion,
hence less cooling effect [16].

The final absolute NO concentrations for the combustion
of these three fuels under two difference EGR levels are
shown in Table 6. As shown in Table 6, for 0% EGR level,
the prompt NCN pathway accounts for 11.1% and 12.1%
of the NO formation with DOS and RME, respectively.
These data demonstrate that the prompt NO mechanism
cannot explain the increased NOx emissions described in the
EPA report, since the mechanism is relevant in both RME
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Figure 15: Parametric φ-T emission maps for instant acetylene, C2H2 concentrations (upper three plots) and carbon monoxide, CO
concentrations (a, b, and c) in the Volvo D12C Diesel engine fuelled by RME at different CADs (−1.5, 5.0 and 15.0, resp.); the engine
was operated under 50% load with 30% EGR.

and diesel combustion. Moreover, the contribution of the
thermal NO mechanism is also similar for RME and DOS.
However, for RME+, the thermal NO was promoted ∼4%
and the prompt NO was suppressed∼4% in proportion. The
total NO increases ∼10% compared with that of diesel oil
combustion. This modeling result corroborated the similar
emission trend reported by EPA.

Once a 20% EGR level was charged for the Volvo D12C
diesel engine, the thermal NO formation is drastically
reduced more than 50% for all fuels due to the suppressing

effect of lower-temperature combustion. The prompt NO
emission for diesel oil and RME decreased only slightly but is
kept nearly constant for RME+. Thereby, the proportion of
prompt NO in the total NO concentration goes up generally
for all fuels with EGR conditions.

To achieve deeper insights for the biodiesel NOx

increases, the in-cylinder NO concentration contour was
visualized at difference crank angle instants for diesel oil and
RME+, see Figure 12. One can see that the NO is mainly
formed around the periphery of the reacting mixture. RME+
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Figure 16: Parametric φ-T maps for instant O2 concentrations in the Volvo D12C Diesel engine fuelled by DOS (a, b, and c) and RME (d,
e, and f) at different CADs (−1.5, 5.0, and 15.0, resp.); the engine was operated under 50% load with 30% EGR.

combustion has a much wider and deeper colored (red and
yellow) region around the periphery of the reacting mixing
compared to diesel oil combustion, which means more NO
was formed at this region.

3.4. φ-T Parametric Maps. Thus, neither the chemical equi-
librium/kinetics calculations nor the 3D engine modeling
provided any evident clues as to the origin of the increased
NOx emissions observed when using biodiesel. However,
Figure 5(b) shows that NO is formed in a rather narrow

equivalence ratio range. As such, a small variation in φ
could have a significant effect on the NO concentration.
If combustion with RME will typically occur under leaner
conditions than is the case with DOS, say with a 10% smaller
value of φ, the quantity of NO formed during the com-
bustion of RME would be ∼15% greater than that formed
with DOS, assuming that, in both cases, combustion was
to proceed with an equivalence ratio between 0.78 and 1.5.
This alone could, in principle, explain why biodiesel pro-
duces more NOx during combustion. To verify if biodiesel
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Figure 17: Parametric φ-T maps for instant OH concentrations in the Volvo D12C Diesel engine fuelled by DOS (a, b, and c) and RME (d,
e, and f) at different CADs (−1.5, 5.0, and 15.0, resp.); the engine was operated under 50% load with 30% EGR.

combustion really has a leaner combustion, the equivalence
ratio distribution in the diesel engine cylinder was presented
for both diesel oil and RME at the same CADs instants as
Figure 12, see Figure 13.

One can overlap the NO contour and equivalence
contour and find out the highest NO concentration region
locates at φ(0.6 ∼ 1.8) under the diesel engine operating
conditions. For the too high (red color) or too low (blue)
equivalence ratio region, there is no NO formed (colored by
blue) in Figure 12.

Furthermore, a convincing proof would be required to
support the above conjecture. Such proof was obtained by
analysis of dynamic φ-T maps for relevant in-cylinder species
NO, O, and OH. The maps provide explicit visualizations
of the conditions under which NO was formed and the
distributions of the relevant species. The maps presented
in Figures 14–17 were constructed for the Volvo D12C
engine fueled by DOS and RME operating under 50% load
with 30% EGR, at the same indicated engine work for the
tested fuels. Under these conditions, increased biodiesel NOx
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Table 6: The absolute NO concentration values contributed by different mechanisms for DOS, RME, and RME+ under 0% and 20% EGR
level conditions.

Fuel
NO

Thermal NO ppm Prompt NO ppm Total NO ppm Proportion % : %

DOS 551.0 68.6 619.6 88.9 : 11.1

RME 516.0 71.0 587.0 87.9 : 12.1

RME+ 10% more mass 617.49 57.86 675.35 91.4 : 8.6

DOS EGR20 244.32 52.58 296.9 82.3 : 17.7

RME EGR20 251.05 52.95 304.0 82.6 : 17.4

RME+ 10% mass EGR20 309.0 58.91 367.91 86.0 : 14.0

emissions consistent with the EPA report were observed in
both experiments and simulations [11].

Figure 14 illustrates the instantaneous abundance of two
in-cylinder species, soot and NO, for DOS and RME at differ-
ent crank angles. It shows that NO formation occurs with rel-
atively lean mixtures (φ < 2.0) at high temperatures (1927◦C
< T < 2727◦C), while soot was formed in rich mixtures
(φ > 3) at moderate temperatures (1227◦C < T < 1727◦C).
These emission formation trends are not fuel specific, but
by comparing Figures 14(a)–14(c) with 14(d)–14(f), it is
apparent that, for RME combustion, the soot peninsula
extends further in both the low- (<1227◦C) and high-
(>1727◦C) temperature directions. That is to say, when using
RME, soot formation occurs under a wider range of tem-
peratures; in DOS combustion, these temperatures are either
too low to allow soot formation or so high as to oxidize
the soot as it forms. However, under these conditions, the
area of intersection between the cluster points and the soot
peninsula is narrower for RME (see Figures 14(d) and 14(f))
than for DOS (see Figures 14(a) and 14(c)), which is con-
sistent with the observation that less soot is formed during
RME combustion. Quantitative data on these processes can
be obtained from the results of the 3D engine modeling.

The other intermediates, acetylene, C2H2 as a major soot
precursor, and carbon monoxide, CO, for RME, are pre-
sented in Figure 15 to illustrate soot formation at incomplete
combustion conditions. However, soot formation and oxida-
tion are not the primary focus of this work, and they are not
discussed further herein.

In terms of the formation of NO, the cell points show that
for RME, the gaseous mass intersecting the NO formation
region is larger than for DOS, in terms of both size (compare
Figures 14(b) and 14(d)) and cell mass (compare the red
areas in Figures 14(c) and 14(f)). This means that more NO is
produced in the instant captured in the plots with RME than
with DOS. The hypothesis that the leaner combustion that
occurs when using biodiesel is responsible for the observed
increase in NO emissions can be evaluated by constructing
maps for the oxygen molecules or other oxidizing species
at different crank angles. Because the equivalence ratio is
determined by the O2 concentration in the air and in the
structure of the fuel molecules, it is interesting to study the
effect of fuel-bound oxygen atoms on NO formation.

The φ-T O2 species maps at different CADs are shown
in Figure 16 for DOS (upper three plots) and RME (lower
three plots). The different colors indicate the concentration
of O2, with red denoting the highest concentrations, yellow
denoting the intermediate value, and green denoting low
concentrations. At temperatures between 1226.84◦C and
2726.84◦C, the highest O2 level occurs under very lean
conditions. A transition from the highest concentration to
the lowest occurs within a narrow φ ≈ 1 region. One can
see that a small amount of O2 is observed even for the
rich mixtures (φ ≈ 3). However, the green color occupies
a very narrow area. This may be due to the fact that
combustion requires the temperature to be sufficiently high
to overcome the activation barriers of the reactions that
initiate combustion. Under low-temperature conditions, the
low rate of fuel oxidation means that more O2 is available.
Once again, the O2 contour is not fuel specific.

It is apparent that, in RME combustion, more O2 is
present in the high temperature region (T > 1726.84◦C); see
the green regions in the lower three plots of Figure 16. This is
because RME is an oxygenated fuel that requires less external
O2 in order for combustion to occur. In the low-temperature
range (T < 1726.84◦C), slightly less O2 was retained with
RME than with DOS due to its lower oxidation threshold.
NO species are formed by the reaction of molecular nitrogen
with oxidizing species at high temperatures; when using
RME, the amount of available O2 at these high temperatures
with equivalence ratios between 0 and 5 is noticeably greater
than is the case with DOS. As such, the fact that RME
undergoes relatively lean combustion because of its oxygen
content may explain increased NO emissions shown in
Figure 14.

The hydroxyl (OH) radical also plays a significant role in
thermal NO formation; maps for this species are shown in
Figure 17. The same colors as were used previously are used
to indicate the OH concentrations. It was observed that more
OH radicals are formed during RME combustion, as shown
by the greater width of the yellow regions in lower three
plots of Figure 17. However, as discussed above, thermal NO
formation alone cannot fully account for the increased NOx

emissions observed with biodiesel.
The approach developed herein also forecasts that the

short-chain biodiesel, for example, mb, with a relatively
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higher oxygen content can form too lean combusting mix-
ture (φ < 0.78) and produce less NOx emissions.

4. Conclusion

Chemical equilibrium and kinetics calculations show that
similar flame temperatures are achieved with RME and DOS,
giving rise to comparable NO mole fractions under equilib-
rium conditions. The adiabatic temperature was predicted
to be lower when using PME, but the NO concentrations
generated using this fuel were nevertheless similar to those
predicted for the other two over a wide range of equivalence
ratios. In terms of the species involved in the formation of
NO, it was predicted at low and moderate equivalence ratios
(φ < 1.6). RME/air mixtures have the coincident equilibrium
concentrations of the CH radical, but for richer mixtures,
the CH radical is more abundant in DOS/air mixtures. Only
at a very narrow region (1.6 < φ < 2), a slightly higher
CH concentration was observed for RME/air mixture. Both
DOS and RME generate similar concentrations of CH2 at
equivalence ratios that most strongly favor the formation
of NO (φ < 3.0). Under lean conditions, the levels of CH
and CH2 generated using PME are similar to those observed
with DOS, but with rich mixtures, PME generates far fewer
of these radicals. Sensitivity analysis showed that both the
thermal and the prompt NO mechanisms are involved in the
formation of NO during the combustion of DOS and RME,
and that the thermal mechanism is dominant.

Diesel engine modeling was established for DOS, RME
and RME+ for both without and with 20% EGR levels.
Without EGR the thermal and prompt NO formation mech-
anisms account for approximately ∼89% and ∼11% of the
total NO produced, respectively. The 20% EGR level could
cause more than 50% reduction of thermal NO, but less pro-
nounce effects on the prompt NO formation. Consequently,
the increased NO emissions generated by the combustion
of biodiesel cannot be attributed to a greater importance
of the prompt mechanism. It was also observed that RME+
produces 10% more NO than DOS for both EGR levels.
Aside from this, the cooling effect of EGR on the thermal NO
reduction is less effective for RME combustion than DOS due
to the less inert species in the EGR composition. The 3D CFD
modeling results also illustrate that most NO was formed at
the region whose equivalence ratio range 0.6 ∼ 1.8, and the
RME combustion presents a leaner combusting condition
relative to that of diesel oil.

Analysis of φ-T maps demonstrated that more O2

molecules is available during RME combustion than was the
case with DOS due to the presence of oxygen atoms within
the RME molecules. Consequently, less external oxygen is
required for combustion with RME, and RME combustion
occurs under comparatively lean conditions, which favor NO
formation when combustion occurs under conditions cor-
responding to the right-hand side of the NO-φ correlation
curve.

In light of these data, it was proposed that the increased
NO emissions observed when using biodiesel in conventional
diesel engines are attributable to combustion effectively

occurring under leaner conditions when using oxygen-
containing fuels. To test this hypothesis more rigorously, it
will be necessary to conduct experiments aimed at analyzing
the spatial distribution of the equivalence ratio within the
cylinder of a diesel engine.
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